
The GoTo and Find Trivia Search
#2

Well, trivia fans, some of you knew the answers to some of the questions but no one knew the 
answers to all of them. Alas. Were they too tough? Too obscure? Too easy? We’ll see how you do on this 
issue’s search.
But first the answers to OneNet World’s  last challenge:

Questions from Issue # 1
1. Somewhere in the United States, in a tradition since 1930, as a mark of the day before final exams begin on its 
campus, mournful bells toll “Hanging Danny Deever” and remain silent until those exams are over. Identify that 
university.

Answer: The University of California at Berkeley.
2. When General Douglas MacArthur signed the documents of surrender ending World War II, he used five different pens. 
To whom did he give these pens?

Answer: General Jonathan M. Wainwright; General Arthur E. Percival; West Point; the Naval 
Academy; and his wife, Jean MacArthur.
3. Only once in the history of college football has a future President of the United States tackled a future Heisman Trophy
winner. Name these two athletes and the schools they played for.

Answer: Gerald Ford (University of Michigan) tackled (Jay Berwanger University of 
Chicago).
4. Born during an astrological confluence known as “triple Pisces,” this computer icon and iconoclast became one of the 
select people to appear on the cover of Time magazine. First, middle, last name.

Answer: Steve Jobs
5. Remember the LP records? years ago one appeared with a cover with a photomontage of a crowd gathered around a 
grave. There in the crowd all looking respectful, you can identify some of the people: Karl Marx, Albert Einstein, Lawrence
of Arabia, Mae West, and Sonny Liston. What is the title of this record album?

Answer: Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band

Sure, you knew all of those, didn’t you?
So here is your next challenging set of questions. Notice we have allowed you more time to send in your 
entries.
Sample question and answer:

Not once, but twice this man signed the Constitution of the United States: once for himself and once 
for a colleague. Identify the signer and the person for whom he signed:

Answer: George Read, and he signed for John Dickinson.
Source: Americans All, p.234, Jones, Harper 1954.
Source: Political Oddities, p. 146, Banger, MacMillian 1921.

Questions for GoTo and Find #2:
1. Born Demetrius Synodinus, he grew up in Steubenville, Ohio, betting, hustling, scuffling and 

drifting most of his early life. But he became known throughout the sports world by a more familiar 
appelation. What is the common title given to this charming rogue?

2. Everyone knows you call an adult male cat a “tomcat.” But what is the correct name for an adult 
female cat?

3. Going back into the musical past, provide the first and last name of the rock and roll giant who was
backed up by a group consisting of Joe Maudlin, Jerry Allison, and Niki Sullivan.

4. What do the following people from American notoriety have in common: James Clark, Al 
Weinshank, Adam Heyer, John May, Reinhardt Schwimmer, Pete Gusenberg, Frank Gusenberg?

5. One of America’s most popular sweetened products is really flavored polyvinyl acetate. By what 
name do we usually know it?



So go to it and find the answers.
1. Deadline for entry returns to be received at OneNet World on The OneNet is March 15, 1994.

All entries must be sent electronically. Entries by U.S. Mail are not accepted in this contest.
2. Only one entry is allowed per contestant, who must be a registered user of The OneNet Member 

Network.
3. Each answer must be spelled, capitalized, and punctuated correctly and match the answer of the 

judge to be correct. Each answer should list its sources. Citing your brother-in-law, your boss, your guess, 
your horoscope, gossip or hearsay fills in the blank, but nobody is going to check it out. You won’t be graded 
on any MLA kind of documentation format (we’re not that trivial); but you should include the book, author, 
publisher, page, etc., if you expect any compassion. Answers that differ from the judge’s answer, to be 
considered as correct, must be documented with two sources submitted at the time of the contest 
entry. Decisions by the judge will be final.

4. You may imitate this document/format and return it to the OneNet World folder here on The 
OneNet Member Network.Or you can devise your own format; just make sure it’s complete and clear. Entries 
dated after March 15 will not be eligible. If more than one entry is received from the same BBS, then the 
earliest entry from there will take precedence in the unlikely case of a tie. 

5. And, oh, yes. It’s no fair if you are on the OneNet World staff or have any kind of deep, personal 
connection with them. That makes you ineligible.
Ready? Here are the megahard questions for Contest #1.
Search well. Answers next issue.


